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ABSTRACT
Context. Numerical simulations predict the existence of old Tidal Dwarf Galaxies (TDGs) that would have survived several Gyr
after the collision lying at their origin. Such survivors, which would by now have become independent relaxed galaxies, would
be ideal laboratories, if nearby enough, to tackle a number of topical issues, including the distribution of Dark Matter in and
around galaxies. However finding old dwarf galaxies with a confirmed tidal origin is an observational challenge.
Aims. A dwarf galaxy in the nearby Virgo Cluster, VCC 2062, exhibits several unusual properties that are typical of a galaxy
made out of recycled material. We discuss whether it may indeed be a TDG.
Methods. We analysed multi-wavelength observations of VCC 2062, including a CO map acquired with the IRAM 30m dish, an
optical spectrum of its HII regions, GALEX ultraviolet and archival broad-band and narrow-band optical images as well as a
VLA HI datacube, originally obtained as part of the VIVA project.
Results. VCC 2062 appears to be the optical, low surface brightness counterpart of a kinematically detached, rotating conden-
sation that formed within an HI tail apparently physically linked to the disturbed galaxy NGC 4694. In contrast to its faint
optical luminosity, VCC 2062 is characterised by strong CO emission and a high oxygen abundance more typical of spiral disks.
Its dynamical mass however, is that of a dwarf galaxy.
Conclusions. VCC 2062 was most likely formed within a pre-enriched gaseous structure expelled from a larger galaxy as a result
of a tidal interaction. The natural provider for the gaseous tail is NGC 4694 or rather a former companion which subsequently
has been accreted by the massive galaxy. According to that scenario, VCC 2062 has been formed by a past tidal encounter.
Since its parent galaxies have most probably already totally merged, it qualifies as an old Tidal Dwarf Galaxy.
Key words. Galaxies:interactions – Galaxies:peculiar – Galaxies: dwarf – Galaxies: clusters: individual: Virgo – Galaxies: indi-
vidual (NGC 4694, VCC 2062) – ISM: molecules
1. Introduction
The origin and properties of the satellites surrounding
massive galaxies has recently been the subject of an ac-
tive debate, triggered by its cosmological implications,
new constraints from numerical simulations (e.g. Mayer
et al. 2007) as well as prolific observations. In particu-
lar, optical surveys with cameras offering large fields of
view allowed a deeper census of the faint dwarf satellite
population around the Milky Way and Andromeda to be
made (e.g. Belokurov et al. 2007). Although the number
of known satellites keeps increasing with time, it is still
lower than the number of primordial satellites predicted
by standard cosmological hierarchical scenarios. The sit-
uation could even be worse, as claimed by Bournaud &
Send offprint requests to: Pierre-Alain Duc, e-mail:
paduc@cea.fr
Duc (2006). These authors have pointed out that the cos-
mological models do not take into account the fact that
second-generation (or recycled) galaxies may be formed
during collisions. According to the numerical simulations
by Bournaud & Duc (2006), a fraction of the so-called
Tidal Dwarf Galaxies (TDGs), made out of tidal mate-
rial expelled from parent colliding galaxies, survives long
enough to contribute significantly to the population of
satellites around massive hosts (see also Metz & Kroupa
2007).
The formation in tidal tails of massive gravitationally
bound objects has been known now for over a decade from
observations of interacting systems (see Duc et al. 2007,
and references therein). However, so far only young TDGs
have been unambiguously identified thanks to tidal arms
and bridges linking them to their parent galaxies. As these
features disappear in the course of time (typically of order
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0.5–1 Gyr), galaxies of tidal origin become more difficult
to distinguish from classical ones. Observing an old TDG
existing as an independent entity several hundred Myr
after the beginning of the collision lying at its origin, is a
real challenge. This is because two defining characteristics
— a relative high metallicity inherited from their parent
galaxies, and the absence of a prominent dark matter halo
surrounding them (Hunter et al. 2000) — can only be
determined for nearby objects. Indeed, a good sensitivity
is required to get the spectrophotometric data that allows
a precise measurement of the oxygen abundances, while a
high spatial resolution is indispensable to measure their
dynamical mass and thus their dark matter content. The
first TDG candidates so far studied in detail are the ones
in the Antennae system (NGC 4038/39) at a distance of
about 20 Mpc (Mirabel et al. 1992). However doubts were
raised whether they are self-gravitating objects (Hibbard
et al. 2001). The nearby M81/M82/NGC 3077 group, at a
distance of about 4 Mpc, shows instances of extra-planar,
inter-galactic star-forming regions along or close to the HI
tidal tails that link the three main colliding galaxies (e.g.
Walter et al. 2006). Some of them, such as the Garland
object or Holmberg IX, may qualify as TDG candidates
(Makarova et al. 2002) although their dynamical status
and real age are still unknown. Finally, even more nearby,
a tidal origin has been speculated for the old Local Group
dwarf spheroidals by Kroupa (1997) and Metz & Kroupa
(2007); however whether they really have a relatively low
dark matter content, as claimed by these authors, is highly
controversial (Mateo 1998).
At a mean distance of 17 Mpc, the Virgo Cluster, al-
though it is poor in tidally interacting systems1, may ac-
tually provide examples of galaxies made out of recycled
material. The cloud of molecular gas lying external to the
NGC 4438/35 system (Combes et al. 1988) feeds inter-
galactic star formation (Boselli et al. 2005). Tiny, point-
like, intracluster HII regions have been reported near
NGC 4402 (Cortese et al. 2004) and NGC 4388 (Gerhard
et al. 2002). Finally, isolated HI clouds of 107 − 108 M
have been found near NGC 4388 (Oosterloo & van Gorkom
2005), NGC 4254 (Minchin et al. 2005, 2007) and at sev-
eral other locations in Virgo (Kent et al. 2007). They
were probably expelled from nearby spirals either by ram-
pressure or tidal interactions2 and could as such be the
progenitors of recycled galaxies. However their present HI
column density is too low to allow star formation.
All these TDG candidates in Virgo were too young
to have yet formed a significant stellar population and
thus be included in the list of cluster members (the Virgo
1 NGC 4438/35 is the only clear case of a recent ma-
jor collision exhibiting strong morphological disturbances;
NGC 4567/68 shows two overlapping disks but no evident tidal
features.
2 Note that the interpretation of the structure near
NGC 4254, VirgoHI21, as a “dark” pristine galaxy by Minchin
et al. (2005) has been challenged among others by Bekki et al.
(2005) and more recently by Haynes et al. (2007) and Duc &
Bournaud (2007)
Cluster Catalog, by Binggeli et al. 1985). One object in
the VCC list, however, has intriguing properties that could
be consistent with it being made of recycled material:
VCC 2062. Originally considered to be a dwarf ellipti-
cal, it was later re-classified as a dwarf irregular when it
was found to contain HII regions (Sabatini et al. 2005). Its
large HI mass with respect to its blue luminosity (Hoffman
et al. 1996; Conselice et al. 2003) is unusual. It actually
lies within an HI structure that extends out to a nearby
galaxy, NGC 4694 (Cayatte et al. 1990; van Driel & van
Woerden 1989).
We present here additional data to constrain the ori-
gin of VCC 2062: in particular, the metallicity of its HII
regions and its CO emission. The paper is organised as
follows: in Section 2, we present the radio, millimetric and
optical observations of the system. The main results are
described in Section 3 where special emphasis is given
to the large scale and local environment of the object.
Finally, the various hypotheses for the origin of VCC 2062
are discussed in Section 4.
Throughout this paper, we assume a distance of 17
Mpc. This value corresponds to the distance of the two
massive galaxies closest to VCC 2062 (Mei et al. 2007), as
recently determined using the method of surface bright-
ness fluctuations. At this distance, 1 arcmin corresponds
to 4.9 kpc.
2. Observations, data reduction and analysis
We have collected multi-wavelength data on the system
NGC 4694 + VCC 2062. They were acquired through PI
programmes or retrieved from archival databases.
2.1. HI observations
The NRAO3 Very Large Array (VLA) data used in this
paper were retrieved from the NRAO archival database.
They had originally been obtained as part of the VIVA
project (project ID: AK563), a systematic survey of HI-
rich objects in Virgo (Chung et al. 2005, 2007). The obser-
vations of the NGC 4694/VCC 2062 system were made on
13/14 May 2004. Almost 8 hr were spent on target inter-
rupted at 25 min intervals by brief scans on the primary
calibrator 3C286 (J1331+3030). Given the proximity on
the sky of this calibrator with the target, it was used for
both amplitude and phase calibration.
The VLA correlator was used in mode 2BD employ-
ing a bandwidth of 3.125 MHz and 128 channels, re-
sulting in a 5.2 km s−1 channel spacing. As no on-line
Hanning smoothing was applied, neighbouring channels
are not fully independent and the effective resolution is
7.3 km s−1. The centre of the band was set at a redshift
corresponding to 1117 km s−1.
3 The National Radio Astronomy Observatory is a facility of
the National Science Foundation operated under cooperative
agreement by Associated Universities, Inc.
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We used the AIPS data reduction package and stan-
dard procedure to calibrate the data and produce a con-
tinuum emission subtracted spectral line data cube. We
made cubes using different weightings by varying the ro-
bust parameter in the AIPS task imagr. Given the faint-
ness of the emission we opted for maps with the highest
sensitivity (equivalent to natural weighing). The beam size
in these maps is almost circular at 18.′′7 × 17.′′1 (beam
position angle: −9◦). The rms noise is 0.51 mJy beam−1.
This corresponds to 0.97 K and a detection threshold (as-
suming a 3σ detection across 3 channels) of 9×1019 cm−2.
The distribution of the HI gas around NGC 4694 and
VCC 2062 is shown in Fig. 1. The HI map was produced
as follows: we convolved the natural–weighted data cube
to 30′′ spatial resolution and blanked it at the 2σ noise
level, only accepting those regions which contain emission
in at least 3 consecutive channels. We then used this cube
to apply conditional blanking to the original robust and
natural cubes and produced integrated maps (AIPS task
xmom).
2.2. CO observations
A CO map towards the densest regions of the HI tail has
been compiled using data collected at Pico Veleta (Spain)
with the 30 meter millimetre-wave telescope run by the
Institut de Radio Astronomie Millime´trique (IRAM).
The observations were carried out in August 2003 and
November 2006 as part of a project to study systemat-
ically the molecular gas content of Tidal Dwarf Galaxy
candidates (Braine et al. 2000, 2001). During the run in
August 2003 we observed positions offset by 7′′ centered on
the HI cloud associated with the optical galaxy VCC 2062.
During the subsequent observing run in November 2006
we obtained a set of spectra (also spaced at 7′′), roughly
aligned with the major axis of the HI structure, covering
both the VCC 2062 cloud and another gaseous conden-
sation to the South-West, named hereafter HI/SW. The
observed positions are indicated in Fig. 2 . The CO(1-0)
and CO(2-1) transitions at 115 and 230 GHz respectively
were observed simultaneously and in both polarisations. A
bandwidth of over 1300 km s−1 was available in both tran-
sitions using the two 512 ×1 MHz filterbanks at 115 GHz
and the two 256 ×4 MHz filterbanks at 230 GHz. System
temperatures were typically 250 – 300 K for the CO(1-0)
transition and 300 – 400 K for the CO(2-1) transition. The
forward (main beam) efficiencies at Pico Veleta are cur-
rently estimated at 0.95 (0.74) at 115 GHz and 0.91 (0.54)
at 230 GHz and the half-power beamwidths are about 21′′
and 11′′. All observations were done in wobbler switching
mode, usually with a throw of 100′′ in azimuth, in order
to be sure not to have emission in the reference beam.
The individual CO(1–0) spectra along the major HI
axis are presented in Fig. 2, together with the HI spec-
tra at the same positions. For clarity, the off-major axis
spectra are not shown; they have however been taken into
account in the molecular gas mass calculation.
2.3. Ultraviolet and optical imaging
The UV satellite GALEX observed the field around
NGC 4694 in May 2007. Images were obtained in the
NUV (near-ultraviolet; λeff = 227 nm) and FUV (far-
ultraviolet; λeff = 151 nm) filters. The field of view had a
diameter of 1.24◦and the PSF (point spread function) had
a width of ∼5.0′′. The exposure times were 1530 seconds
for each filter. The FUV image of the system is shown in
Fig. 1.
Optical, BV R, images of the field around VCC 2062
have been obtained in July 1994 with the EMMI instru-
ment installed on the ESO NTT at La Silla Observatory.
The pixel size was 0.27′′, the average seeing 1.2′′and the
field of view, 8.5′× 9′. The exposure times were 300 sec-
onds for each filter. Images with a larger field of view,
encompassing NGC 4694, were obtained from the Sloan
database. A composite, true-colour image of VCC 2062 is
shown in Fig. 3.
Aperture photometry was carried out on all these im-
ages using the IRAF digiphot package. Special care was
taken in eliminating foreground stars or background galax-
ies identified on the basis of their compact size and colours
as compared to the rest of the system (see details of the
method in Boquien et al. 2007). As its surface brightness
is particularly low, the background subtraction was chal-
lenging, resulting in large uncertainties in the measured
fluxes, especially for the SDSS images. As in Boquien et al.
(2007), the background level was measured manually at
several locations around the object and then averaged.
The absolute flux calibration of the EMMI observations
suffered from mixed weather conditions; we thus decided
not to use the photometric standard stars observed dur-
ing the run. Instead we derived the photometric zero point
using several stars in the field with available SDSS fluxes
transforming the Sloan system into the standard BV R
one (with the calibration of Lupton 2005, presented in
the SDSS web pages). An independent photometric cali-
bration has been carried out using a shallow image of the
same field acquired in May 2007 with the 182cm Copernico
telescope at Asiago Observatory. The inferred value of the
zero point differs by less than 0.05 mag for the V band and
0.15 mag for the B band. The derived fluxes (not corrected
for Galactic extinction) are listed in Table 1. Note that the
magnitudes of VCC 2062 published in the literature show
a large dispersion, probably due to the different ways the
foreground stars have (or haven’t) been subtracted.
2.4. Optical spectrophotometry
Fully reduced narrow-band Hα images acquired in 1995
with the 0.9m telescope at the Kitt Peak National
Observatory were downloaded through the NED database.
Flux calibration was performed by Koopmann et al.
(2001).
Multi-object spectroscopic observations were carried
out in July 1994 with EMMI. Low resolution grism (ESO
#3) spectra were obtained towards 20 extended sources
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Fig. 1. VLA map of the HI gas distribution (in blue) around NGC 4694 (to the left) and VCC 2062 (to the right)
superimposed on a true colour (BV R) optical image of the system. The GALEX-FUV emission, tracing regions of
recent star formation, is overlaid in red. The field of view is 9′ × 6′. North is up and East to the left.
Table 1. VCC 2062: broad and narrow band fluxes
Band Central λ Flux
(µm) (mJy)
FUV (GALEX) 0.151 0.04 ± 0.01
NUV (GALEX) 0.227 0.05 ± 0.01
u’ (SDSS) 0.355 0.13: ± 0.09
B (NTT) 0.440 0.20 ± 0.03 (B=18.32 mag)
g’ (SDSS) 0.468 0.22 ± 0.04
V (NTT) 0.550 0.23 ± 0.02 (V=18.00 mag)
r’ (SDSS) 0.616 0.24 ± 0.06
R (NTT) 0.640 0.25 ± 0.03 (R=17.71 mag)
i’ (SDSS) 0.748 0.23 ± 0.07
z’ (SDSS) 0.893 0.26: ± 0.20
Hα 0.656 4×10−15 erg cm−2 s−1
around NGC 4694 and VCC 2062. In addition, 1.′′5 wide
slitlets were put on two of the three principle HII regions
identified on the Hα image of the object (see Fig. 3). To
increase the signal to noise, these two spectra were av-
eraged. The resulting spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. The
other slitlets were put on objects which turned out to be
background galaxies and/or were too faint to exhibit any
emission or absorption lines.
Line fluxes and errors were measured using the IRAF
splot procedure. They are listed in Table 2. The spectra
were flux-calibrated using spectrophotometric standard
stars observed throughout the run. The Hα fluxes mea-
sured through the slits and grism and those derived from
the narrow-band image were compared, correcting the for-
mer for aperture effects, and the latter for contamination
by the [NII]λ6548 and [NII]λ6584 lines. They agree within
a factor of 2, which is acceptable given the large uncer-
tainty in the narrow-band calibration. An estimate of the
optical extinction of VCC 2062 was determined from the
Balmer decrement, Hα/Hβ. The inferred optical extinc-
tion being very low, less than 0.07 mag, no correction for
dust extinction was applied to our (spectro-)photometric
measurements.
Oxygen abundances were determined using two semi-
empirical methods, as the lines required for using a
more direct method were not detected. The classical R23
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Fig. 2. A selection of IRAM CO(1–0) (red lines) and VLA HI (cyan lines) spectra along the main HI structure
encompassing VCC 2062 and HI/SW. The small boxes indicate the positions of all IRAM pointings, including those
not displayed here. The filled box corresponds to the local HI peak. For one position, the CO(1–0) spectrum could
not be acquired and the CO(2–1) line is shown instead in orange. The velocity range of all HI and CO spectra is
1090–1210 km s−1. The vertical tick indicates the systemic velocity of 1145 km s−1. The same vertical scale is used
for all CO(1-0) spectra. The intensity of the line reaches a maximum of 0.06 K. The background image consists of the
smoothed HI intensity map with its contour levels displayed in blue. The lowest contour corresponds to an HI column
density of 7×1020 cm−2. The CO(1-0) and HI observations lead to roughly similar beam sizes of about 20′′. The axes
of the figure are in J2000.0 equatorial coordinates.
Table 2. VCC 2062: spectrophotometry
Hβ 100 ± 13
[OIII]λ4959 60 ± 8
[OIII]λ5007 93 ± 13
[NII]λ6548 26 ± 4
Hα 291 ± 25
[NII]λ6584 54 ± 7
[SII] 71 ± 11
The line fluxes are normalized to the
Hβ flux taken equal to 100 arbitrary
units.
method could not be applied because the [OII]λ3727 line
was outside our spectral range. We used instead the cal-
ibration of Edmunds & Pagel (1984), which relies on the
sole measurement of the [OIII]λ4959+ [OIII]λ5007 over Hβ
flux ratio. This method is degenerate and we used the
argument that the high [NII]λ6584 to Hα flux ratio (see
below) implies that the oxygen abundance should be read
off from the upper branch of the metallicity versus oxy-
gen line flux diagram. We obtained with this method
12 + log (O/H) = 8.7. Determining indirectly, but more
reliably the oxygen abundance from the [NII]λ6584 to Hα
flux ratio (Denicolo´ et al. 2002), we got a similar value of
12 + log (O/H) = 8.6. This is the value adopted in this
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Fig. 3. True colour (BV R) optical image of VCC 2062 and
HI/SW. The HI (white contours; lowest 4.0×1020 cm−2;
intervals 1.0×1020 cm−2) and Hα (red contours) distribu-
tions are superimposed. The field of view is 1.′7 × 1.′5.
North is up and East to the left.
Fig. 4. Stacked optical spectrum of the HII regions of
VCC 2062. The flux unit is in erg cm−2 s−1 A˚−1; the
wavelength is in A˚.
paper; it is close to solar abundance4. Such a high metal-
licity is also suggested by the strong CO signal detected
towards this object (see Sect. 3.2.1).
3. Results
We present here the environmental, global and local prop-
erties of VCC 2062, starting from the largest scales, and
then zooming in to get a close-up of the object.
4 Taking 12 + log (O/H) = 8.66 for the solar metallicity
(Asplund et al. 2005)
3.1. Environment and global properties of the system
NGC 4694 + VCC 2062
3.1.1. At the cluster scale
VCC 2062 lies in the outerskirts of the Virgo Cluster, at
a distance of about 4 degrees (1.1 Mpc) to the East of the
cluster core centered on M87, where the X-ray emission
from the ICM peaks (see Fig. 5). This is a region with a
rather low density in galaxies. The closest galaxy to the
dwarf, 2.′2 South and slightly to the East, is a background
object for which we measure a redshift of 0.06 (see Fig. 1).
The obvious environmental connection is with the per-
turbed galaxy NGC 4694 which lies at almost the same
redshift (at 1175 km s−1) and to which VCC 2062 is
connected by a bridge of atomic hydrogen (see Fig. 1).
NGC 4694 is classified in NED as an SB0 pec galaxy. The
long HI feature stretching towards VCC 2062 is one of the
many peculiarities of this early-type galaxy, along with the
presence of dust lanes (see the inset of Fig. 5) and signs of
recent star formation. The H i bridge is about 38 kpc long
(50 kpc when considering the faintest HI features to the
West). VCC 2062 is located at about mid-distance. There
are actually two parallel arms of low HI column density
that connect the two galaxies, whereas further out to the
West, the HI tail is more uniform and denser. The total
mass of the HI structure, as measured from the VLA beam
corrected, natural weighing, map is 1.1×109 M includ-
ing about 0.2×109 M associated with NGC 4694. The
kinematics of the bridge is globally regular from outside
NGC 4694 to the tip of the tail. In detail, some veloc-
ity substructures can be identified. They will be discussed
later on.
Except for VCC 2062, the gaseous tail has no opti-
cal counterpart down to a brightness limit in the V band
of µV = 26.3 mag/ ′′. However, the outer isophotes of
NGC 4694 are asymmetric and show various protuber-
ances as seen in Fig. 5.
3.1.2. At the galaxy scale
We now zoom in, in the direction where the HI structure
has its highest column densities, about 18 kpc West of
NGC 4694. The tail there consists of two condensations
with column densities above 5×1020 cm−2 and separated
by 2.6 kpc (see Fig. 3). Only the slightly less massive one,
to the North-East, has a clear optical counterpart: the ob-
ject previously catalogued as VCC 2062. Very faint near-
ultraviolet and optical emission with a surface brightness
below µV = 25.5 mag/ ′′ can be seen towards the South-
West HI clump, HI/SW.
The narrow-band Hα image exhibits three distinct
compact emission-line regions clustered at the HI peak
of VCC 2062. Their integrated spectrum shown in Fig. 4
presents emission lines typical of star-forming (HII) re-
gions. Far-ultraviolet emission is also observed at this lo-
cation. However, outside these knots of star-formation, the
stellar body has a very low surface brightness. The fitted
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Fig. 5. The large scale environment of the system NGC 4694/VCC 2062. The principle galaxies and those mentioned
in the text are labelled on this true colour SDSS image queried from the WIKISKY.com project. The ROSAT all-sky
X–ray map of the area is superimposed in red. The distance between NGC 4694 and M 87 is about 4 degrees (1.1
Mpc). North is up and East to the left. The inset shows a close up of NGC 4694. The low-surface brightness component
of the halo has been enhanced.
central surface brightness is µV = 24.5 mag/ ′′. The mor-
phology of VCC 2062 is very irregular, even showing a tri-
angle shape at our sensitivity. No far-ultraviolet nor Hα
emission is detected towards HI/SW despite an HI column
density above 1021 cm−2 (see Fig. 3).
CO(1-0) and CO(2-1) molecular lines were detected
along most of the densest regions of the HI structure, in
particular towards HI/SW. They are however more promi-
nent towards the star-forming regions of VCC 2062 (see
Fig. 2). The CO(1-0) to HI flux ratio varies by a factor
of up to 4 between the HI peak of VCC 2062 and that of
HI/SW. The CO intensity is also found to decrease with
distance from the major HI axis.
Not only do VCC 2062 and HI/SW differ in their abil-
ity to form stars, but they also show different kinematics.
A position-velocity diagram of the HI along the princi-
ple axis of VCC 2062 (as determined by its HI extent)
shows a clear velocity gradient. When estimated from the
HI envelope, it amounts to about 45 km s−1, over a dis-
tance of 50 arcsec or about 4 kpc (see Fig. 6). For com-
parison, the total velocity excursion along the entire HI
tail is just 40 km s−1. HI/SW does not show any veloc-
ity structure as a function of position. In the latter sub-
structure, the HI line shows a broad and asymmetric pro-
file, and a FWHM greater than 35 km s−1, whereas it
is 20 km s−1 towards VCC 2062. The kinematics derived
from the CO(1-0) lines follows closely that derived from
the HI (see Fig. 2)5: when estimated from the peak value
5 Note that the velocity resolution of the IRAM CO spectra
is about twice better than that of the VLA HI ones: 3 km s−1
of the individual spectra (determined by fitting the lines
with Gaussians), the velocity difference between the NE
and SW side of VCC 2062 is exactly the same for the CO
and HI: 15 km s−1. However at a given position, a system-
atic offset between the CO and HI of about 5 km s−1 is ob-
served. Besides the CO spectra have consistently smaller
line widths, typically 15 km s−1. Towards HI/SW, the sig-
nal to noise is too low to determine a reliable line width.
The fact that the HI is kinematically decoupled from
the rest of the tail at the location of VCC 2062 suggests
that the latter object may be dynamically independent. As
a self-gravitating system, it qualifies as a galaxy, whatever
its origin. In contrast, HI/SW has not (yet) reached a
state of dynamical equilibrium, despite an HI mass and
integrated column density slightly higher than VCC 2062.
3.2. Physical properties of VCC 2062
We discuss here the properties of VCC 2062 itself and com-
pare them with those of other (dwarf) galaxies in the Virgo
Cluster. Its main physical characteristics are summarised
in Table 3. Note that all the integrated values presented
in this section relate to the kinematical detached part of
the HI structure, which as discussed before, corresponds
to what may be considered as an independent galaxy.
instead of 7 km s−1. However we do not have a full data cube
to carry out a comprehensive kinematical study of the system
in CO. Thus, in the following, we only consider the VLA HI
cube for our kinematical analysis.
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Fig. 6. HI Position-Velocity diagram along the major axis
of VCC 2062, encompassing HI/SW (Position angle: 220
degrees). The PV diagram has been extracted from the
HI datacube cube, putting the Position axis at an angle
of 220 degrees, and spatially integrating the fluxes over a
width of one pixel. The reference offset corresponds to the
HI peak, as shown in Fig. 2. Whereas VCC 2062 exhibits a
clear velocity gradient, HI/SW shows broad H i lines but,
at our resolution, no spatial variation with velocity.
Table 3. Integrated properties of VCC 2062
RA (J2000) 12:48:00
DEC (J2000) 10:58:14
HI/CO heliocentric velocities 1145 km s−1
Hα heliocentric velocity 1180 km s−1
Oxygen Abundance 12+log(O/H)=8.6-8.7
MB -13.0
HI Mass∗ 7.0×107 M
H2 Mass
∗ 1.7×107 M
SFR(Hα)∗ 0.001 M yr−1
SFR(FUV)∗ 0.002 M yr−1
∗ The values indicated here are integrated over the area
corresponding to the kinematically detached part of the
HI structure, which we refer as VCC 2062.
3.2.1. Gas content
VCC 2062 contains about 7.0×107 M of atomic hy-
drogen, i.e. a bit less than 10% of the total HI mass
of the tail, not counting the component associated with
NGC 4694.This measure takes into account all the mass
associated with the kinematically decoupled component of
the HI, and thus excludes HI/SW. Previous measurements
of the HI mass of VCC 2062 (Hoffman et al. 1985; van
Driel & van Woerden 1989; Conselice et al. 2003), based
on lower resolution observations, considered both compo-
nents and were thus overestimates. The inferred HI mass
to blue luminosity, MHI/LB, of around 3 M/L is much
lower than previously determined values, but still high
with respect to the dwarf irregulars in the Virgo Cluster
which have an average MHI/LB of 0.6 M/L (Conselice
et al. 2003). It is in the range determined by Sabatini
et al. (2005) for a sample of Virgo Low Surface Brightness
galaxies.
Compared to other Virgo galaxies of the same lumi-
nosity (MB=-13.0), VCC 2062 is actually most remark-
able for its high molecular gas content, as derived from
the intensity of the CO line. The CO emission towards
VCC 2062 reaches an integrated intensity of 1 K km s−1.
This is the typical value measured for normal late-type
galaxies in Virgo (Boselli et al. 2002) which are at least 50
times more massive. To our knowledge, VCC 2062 is the
first low luminosity object in Virgo that has thus far been
detected in CO. Assuming a standard galactic conversion
factor of NH2/ICO = 2×1020 cm−2 (Dickman et al. 1986)6,
we determined from the averaged measure of ICO over the
area of VCC 2062 (Fig. 7) an H2 mass of 1.7×107 M (see
details of the method to determine the mass in Lisenfeld
et al. 2002). The ratio of the H2 to HI mass of about 30%
is much higher than in classical dwarf galaxies and lies at
the upper range of that of unperturbed massive galaxies in
Virgo, i.e. those not affected by an HI deficiency. A typical
value for Virgo spirals is 10% (Boselli et al. 2002).
Fig. 7. IRAM CO(1-0) (red) and VLA HI (blue dashed)
spectra of VCC 2062. The vertical scale gives the CO in-
tensity in K and the horizontal one the velocity in km s−1.
The HI spectrum is in arbitrary units. The spectra have
been averaged over a region corresponding to the optical
body.
3.2.2. Stellar Populations
The absolute blue magnitude of VCC 2062, MB = −13.0,
clearly puts this object in the dwarf category, at least with
respect to its overall stellar content. It was originally con-
sidered a dwarf elliptical, but its very irregular morphol-
ogy on deep optical images clearly invalidates this classi-
6 Since the metallicity of VCC 2062 is about solar, this con-
version factor may also apply for this specific environment.
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fication. The fact that it contains active star-forming re-
gions, traced by the compact HII regions detected towards
it, is also at odds with it being a classical dE. The cur-
rent Star Formation Rate (SFR), as derived from the Hα
luminosity and the conversion factor of Kennicutt (1998),
is however low: about 0.001 M yr−1. The SFR derived
from the GALEX FUV band, which is a measure for SF
over a longer time scale of ∼ 100 Myr, reaches a consistent
value of 0.002 M yr−1. These estimates assume continu-
ous star formation, with a Salpeter initial mass function
and mass cut-offs below 0.1 and above 100 M. The gas
consumption time or inverse of the star formation effi-
ciency, defined as the ratio between the molecular gas mass
and the Star Formation Rate, is as long as ∼ 1010 years,
a factor of 5 higher than in local large spirals (Kennicutt
1998).
The composite BV R image of Fig. 3 shows, except for
the three knots of current star-formation, a rather uniform
and blue colour of B − V = 0.35. We used the evolution-
ary synthesis code PEGASE (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange
1997) to roughly estimate the mean age of this background
stellar population. We carried out the aperture photome-
try of the North-Eastern region of VCC 2062 located out-
side its HII regions, in order not to be polluted by the
latest star formation episodes. Our photometric database
consists of 10 data points from the far-UV to the very
near-infrared but lacks data in the near and mid-IR (see
Fig. 8). With such a limited spectral range, the Spectral
Energy Distribution can be fit with several scenarios for
the Star Formation History. For reasons explained later,
we tested the hypothesis that the bulk of the stars in the
object (outside the current SF regions) were formed dur-
ing a single episode of star formation. We varied the time
of the onset of the starburst, the time scale of its decay
and the extinction. We assumed a roughly solar metallic-
ity, as suggested by the observations of the HII regions.
The data are consistent with the hypothesis that the bulk
of the background stars were formed about 0.3 Gyr ago
and rule out a very old stellar component. The fitted ex-
tinction is low, which is consistent with that derived from
the Balmer decrement in the HII regions. Of course more
complex scenarios involving secondary bursts are still pos-
sible.
3.2.3. Metallicity
As was argued earlier, the metallicity of VCC 2062
estimated from the emission lines of its HII regions,
12+log(O/H)=8.6-8.7, is roughly solar (see Sect. 2.4).
There is a well established relation between the oxygen
abundance and the stellar mass, as approximated by the
absolute blue magnitude. Given that relation, as cali-
brated for instance by Lee et al. (2003) and the abso-
lute magnitude of VCC 2062, one would have expected an
oxygen abundance of 7.6, i.e. one dex below the measured
value. Oxygen abundances have been measured in a num-
ber of star-forming dwarf galaxies in the Virgo Cluster
Fig. 8. Spectral Energy Distribution of a sub–region of
VCC 2062 located to the North-East of its current star
forming regions (see Fig. 3). Flux units are in mJy.
Assuming a single burst model, the SED of the old stellar
component is best fit by a model with an instantaneous
burst which occurred about 0.3 Gyr ago. The correspond-
ing synthesised spectrum is shown as a dashed curve.
(see Fig 9). Vı´lchez (1995) noted a tendency for them to
be over-abundant with respect to isolated dwarfs. This
trend, clearly visible in Fig 9, has also been seen in other
clusters (e.g. Duc et al. 2001; Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al. 2003)
and can be accounted for by various hypotheses: confine-
ment effects by the intra-cluster medium, disruption of
previously more massive and more metal rich galaxies or
a tidal origin. Fig. 9 indicates that, compared to the other
dwarfs in Virgo, VCC 2062 falls even more way off the
metallicity–luminosity relation.
3.2.4. Dynamical and luminous masses
Previous estimates of the dynamical mass of VCC 2062,
as derived from the HI spectra, show an amazingly large
range of values: from as large as 1.5×1010 M, and a ra-
tio of Mdyn/LB of about 300 (Hoffman et al. 1993), to
much more modest values of Mdyn = 9×108 M and
Mdyn/LB of about 80 (Conselice et al. 2003). Such dis-
crepancies may partly be due to the fact that HI dat-
acubes with different spatial and spectral resolution were
used. The main source of uncertainty then comes from
the way the HI was assumed to be associated with the
dwarf. As indicated in Sect. 3.1.2, we only consider that
HI component which appears kinematically detached from
the tail, which seems to indicate to be in rotation, and
which spatially coincides with the optical counterpart of
VCC 2062. This component exhibits a well defined veloc-
ity gradient (see Fig. 6) of 42 km s−1 over a diameter of
4.2 kpc. The velocities were determined from the enve-
lope at 50% of the HI peak level, as in Bournaud et al.
(2007) and a “background” large-scale velocity gradient of
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Fig. 9. Estimated metallicity versus absolute blue magni-
tude for a sample of dwarf galaxies in the Virgo Cluster.
All oxygen abundances were taken from Lee et al. (2003)
and Vı´lchez & Iglesias-Pa´ramo (2003). The error bars were
taken from these references unless a range of metallicities
was given. In that case, a systematic error of 0.1 dex has
been added. The absolute blue magnitudes were taken
from the Virgo GOLD Mine Database (Gavazzi et al.
2003). Only objects at an estimated distance of 17 Mpc
are included in this plot. VCC 2062 is shown as the red
filled circle. The dashed line is the fit to the metallicity-
luminosity relation established by Lee et al. (2003) for a
sample of nearby dwarf irregular galaxies.
4 km s−1 across VCC 2062 was subtracted to correct for
any streaming motions along the tail. We derive a range of
dynamical masses of Mdyn = R×((Vrot/sin(i))2+σ2)/G =
3 − 4×108 M ± 1×108 M. We assumed a velocity dis-
persion σ of the ISM of about 8 km s−1 (in agreement
with the measured FWHM of ∼ 20 km s−1), and an in-
clination i between 45 and 60 degrees, based on the op-
tical morphology. The error takes into account the sig-
nal to noise of the HI and the systematic error of the
method, as estimated from numerical simulations (for de-
tails see Bournaud et al. 2007). This dynamical – or to-
tal – mass may be compared to the luminous one which
is wholly dominated by the atomic hydrogen. Including
a contribution by Helium, the neutral atomic component
amounts to 1.0×108 M (see Sect. 3.2.1). The molecular
mass inferred from the CO emission, assuming a galac-
tic NH2/ICO ratio, is 0.2×108 M, again corrected for
Helium. Simply assuming a stellar M/L ratio of 1, we in-
fer from the blue luminosity of the optical counterpart of
VCC 2062 a stellar mass of 0.2×108 M. A more realistic
value may in principle be obtained from fitting the full
Spectral Energy Distribution with the evolutionary syn-
thesis code PEGASE, as described in Sect. 3.2.2. Doing
this exercise, we estimate a slightly higher stellar mass, in
the range of 0.3 − 0.7×108 M (Boquien 2007). This es-
timate is however strongly model dependent and the star
formation history is not very well constrained by the data.
The contribution of the other ingredients – dust, ionised
gas – is negligible. Depending on the assumed inclination
and stellar mass, the total luminous mass accounts for be-
tween half and one third of the dynamical mass. Compared
to other dwarf galaxies which are known to be dark matter
dominated, the Mdyn/Mvis ratio is low. One should note
however that this value has been obtained more or less at
the optical radius of the galaxy, while in isolated (massive)
galaxies, dark matter becomes dominant at larger radii.
4. Discussion
In many respects, the properties of VCC 2062 are at odds
with those of other dwarf galaxies in the Virgo Cluster.
First of all, it belongs to a large, complex HI structure.
With respect to its optical luminosity, its molecular gas
content and metallicity are much higher than expected.
Finally, its dynamical to luminous mass is atypical. We
discuss here the various possible origins for VCC 2062,
which may account for all these anomalies. We discuss the
following hypotheses: VCC 2062 could be a pre-existing
dwarf galaxy, a tidally disrupted low surface brightness
galaxy or a recycled galaxy made out of material expelled
by either ram pressure or tidal forces.
4.1. A pre-existing dwarf galaxy?
VCC 2062 has the optical luminosity (MB=–13) and even
total mass (Mdyn=3−4×108 M) of a dwarf galaxy, form-
ing stars at a rather modest rate (SFR=10−3 M yr−1).
It could then be one of the numerous “old”, pre-existing,
dwarf irregular galaxies so far discovered in the Virgo
Cluster. Would that be the case, it would be very un-
likely that all of the HI in which it apparently is embed-
ded would originally have come from the dwarf: it would
have had an MHI/LB ratio greater than 30, more than
50 times the average value of the Virgo dIrrs (Conselice
et al. 2003). Besides, the tidal forces exerted during the
encounter between a dwarf with the mass of VCC 2062
and a galaxy like NGC 4694 are not strong enough to ex-
pel from the latter large quantities of gas. Therefore such
a scenario implies that VCC 2062 is by chance currently
embedded in an HI tail that had been formed before by
an unrelated event.
The strongest arguments put forward to firmly exclude
the hypothesis that VCC 2062 is a pre-existing dwarf are
its oxygen abundance — one dex too high with respect to
dwarfs of the same luminosity and mass (see Fig. 9) —,
and the strong intensity of its CO lines (see Sect. 3.2.1).
4.2. A tidally disrupted low surface brightness spiral
galaxy?
If the metallicity and CO content of VCC 2062 are in-
consistent with it being a pre-existing dwarf, could it still
be the remnant of a pre-existing more massive, metal and
gas rich object that would have suffered from a severe tidal
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disruption? Such a scenario sounds attractive. The colli-
sion between NGC 4694 and the progenitor of VCC 2062
may have formed the large HI tail that now links the two
galaxies. The low optical luminosity of the remnant could
be accounted for if, before the interaction, it was a late-
type, low-surface brightness spiral. Dispersed, its old stars
would have become invisible on our optical images. This
would hence not contradict the results of our SED fitting
exercise: the lack of an old stellar population in VCC 2062
(see Sect. 3.2.2).
A convincing argument against this scenario is how-
ever the small dynamical mass inferred from the rotation
curve of the HI still associated with the optical object:
Mdyn=3− 4×108 M is much too low for a spiral, even a
small one. Contrary to the stellar component initially lo-
cated in a disk, there is no easy way to get rid of the dark
matter halo in the initial phase of a tidal interaction, and
thus the dynamical mass should not dramatically decrease
during the collision. In fact, tidal forces perturb the global
gas motions and can cause local velocity increases, lead-
ing to an over-estimate of the dynamical mass. They also
increase the velocity dispersion of the individual clouds
(Mihos & Hernquist 1996; Kronberger et al. 2006) and
the turbulence of the ISM (Elmegreen et al. 1993). Last
but not least, the rather small widths of the individual
HI and CO lines towards VCC 2062, of about 20 km s−1
for the HI component (FWHM) and 15 km s−1(FWHM)
for the CO component, rather indicate that the local gas
is not very perturbed or at least has had time to settle
down.
4.3. A recycled dwarf galaxy?
If VCC 2062 is not the remnant of a larger galaxy, where
does the pre-enriched material it is composed of come
from? A natural candidate is the nearby massive galaxy
NGC 4694 to which it is linked by a gaseous bridge.
Actually there is no other gas provider in the neighbour-
hood, as shown in Fig. 5. In clusters of galaxies, several
mechanisms may in principle contribute to remove gas
from a galaxy: ram pressure, galactic harassment and tidal
interactions. Once in the intracluster medium, this gas
may be recycled to form “intergalactic stars”, and even, if
abundant enough, a new generation of dwarf galaxies.
4.3.1. Made out of ram pressure stripped gas?
The interstellar gas of galaxies moving through the intra-
cluster medium feels the pressure of the latter. Such ram
pressure strips the galaxies from their gas reservoirs and
causes it to be lost to the Intra-Cluster Medium (ICM) in
directions opposite to the cluster core. Examples of ram-
pressure induced streams of atomic hydrogen are numer-
ous in the Virgo Cluster; the morphology of some of these
show some similarities with the long one-sided HI tail
in the NGC 4694/VCC 2062 system (e.g. Vollmer 2007;
Chung et al. 2007, and references therein). One poten-
tial problem with the claim that ram pressure is respon-
sible for the formation of the HI bridge is the location of
NGC 4694 in the outermost regions of Virgo, at more than
1 Mpc from the cluster core. The ICM density is locally
too low to efficiently remove gas from spiral disks. The
confirmed ram-pressure stripped galaxies known in Virgo
usually lie in regions where the ICM is denser with some
interesting exceptions: NGC 4654 the ISM of which may
have suffered weak ram pressure, combined with stronger
tidal effects (Soida et al. 2006) and NGC 4522, despite ly-
ing at more than 1 Mpc from the cluster core, has recently
been subject to strong ram pressure, according to radio
continuum polarimetry and a model by Vollmer et al.
(2006). The proposed scenarios to account for its strip-
ping include a high velocity of the galaxy with respect to
the cluster or internal motions within the ICM itself (due
to an infalling substructure) which could enhance the ram
pressure by a factor of three (Kenney et al. 2004). There
is however no indication that a similar phenomenon has
occurred in the case of NGC 4694.
The main argument against the ram pressure hypoth-
esis is the internal structure of the HI tail which differs
from the streams made of ram-pressure stripped gas: they
have usually a much lower column density, just reach-
ing the threshold to collapse and form stars (Vollmer &
Huchtmeier 2003; Kemp et al. 2005), but not high enough
to form a gravitationally bound object as massive as a
dwarf galaxy.
4.3.2. A tidal origin?
The high-speed collisions responsible for the so-called
galactic harassment process in clusters may produce
single-tailed gaseous filaments as shown by Bekki et al.
(2005) and more recently by Duc & Bournaud (2007).
However a tail as massive and structured as the one ema-
nating from NGC 4694 is best explained by a tidal inter-
action involving a slow encounter resulting in a merger.
VCC 2062 would then be a Tidal Dwarf Galaxy.
Obviously a tidal collision involves two partners, and
as previously mentioned, NGC 4694 is the only massive
galaxy in the vicinity. The closest one, NGC 4733, is a
low luminosity elliptical galaxy lying at a projected dis-
tance of 42’ (200 kpc). Thus the tidal hypothesis requires
NGC 4694 be an old merger. Indeed, the galaxy exhibits
many signs of disturbances that could be explained by a
past collision: irregular isophotes, a lopsidedness towards
the direction of the HI tail, prominent dust lanes (see
Fig. 5), an exceptionally small rotation velocity (Rubin
et al. 1999) and recent star formation near the nucleus,
as traced by Hα, far-ultraviolet emission (see Fig. 1) and
mid-infrared emission (Boselli et al. 2003). Since a stellar
disk is still visible, it is unlikely that it is the result of a
major merger between equal mass galaxies. According to
the numerical simulations of Bournaud & Duc (2006), col-
lisions between galaxies with mass ratios of 1:5 could at
the same time cause relatively strong morphological dis-
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turbances in the primary galaxy and form in the tidal tail
of the accreted companion a massive tidal object. There
is an hint that the building material of VCC 2062 rather
came from the accreted companion of NGC 4694: were
NGC 4694 itself be the parent galaxy, the recycled dwarf
should – statistically – lie, in projection, closer to the ma-
jor axis of its progenitor (and thus in 3D near the disk
plane), and not perpendicular to it as observed. For any
given system, TDGs may end up at a location well above
the plane but this situation is very rare (Bournaud & Duc
2006).
The fact that NGC 4694 exhibits a single nucleus puts
some constraints on the age of the collision. A complete
merger takes time, typically 0.5 Gyr. Such an age would
actually be consistent with the absence of a well defined
stellar tail associated with the HI debris. Any tail will
have fallen back already or have dispersed. Alternatively,
the accreted companion was particularly gas rich and HI
dominated in its external regions which are the most af-
fected ones during a tidal interaction.
In many respects, the tidal hypothesis is an attractive
one for the origin of VCC 2062. First, general numerical
simulations of collisions indicate that it is a viable sce-
nario: TDGs may form in unequal mass mergers out of ma-
terial pulled out from the accreted companion. Moreover
it best explains many observational facts: in particular
the morphology of NGC 4694, and the high metallicity
and molecular gas content of VCC 2062 with respect to
its optical luminosity. The predicted age of the merger
(several hundreds of Myr) is actually consistent with the
mean age estimated for the background stellar population
of the dwarf (see Sect. 3.2.2). The ratio between its dy-
namical and luminous masses, estimated to be of order
2–3, is much lower than for field dwarf galaxies. In fact,
TDGs are predicted to be essentially free of dark matter.
They are composed of material mainly coming from the
rotating disks of their parent galaxies and contain only
a tiny fraction of dark matter initially located in their
pressure supported halos. The finding that there may be
a dark component present in VCC 2062 is not necessar-
ily a problem. In fact, it fits with the recent discovery by
Bournaud et al. (2007) of missing mass in the collisional
debris of NGC 5291. Their observations favour the pres-
ence of a dark component in spiral disks, possibly in the
form of cold molecular hydrogen, that would thus end up
in tidal tails, would a collision occur. The missing mass
measured in VCC 2062 from the HI data is actually of the
same order as in the recycled dwarfs around NGC 5291.
The precise shape of the HI tidal bridge in the
NGC 4694/VCC 2062 system remains a puzzle. A numeri-
cal model of the collision would probably have a hard time
matching its many features7. Whereas previous numerical
simulations succeeded in reproducing the kinematically
7 Carrying out such a model would be particularly difficult
given the lack of knowledge for many key parameters of the
collision. This likely old merger has lost the memory of the
initial conditions of the encounter.
decoupled part of tidal tails — at the origin of TDGs
(Duc et al. 2004), and observed towards VCC 2062 —
they rarely form tails as thick as the one associated with
NGC 4694. West of the dwarf its extent in the N–S di-
rection reaches more than 10 kpc while the length of the
tail is only 30 kpc. Such a low aspect ratio is unusual
for a tidal tail but, in principle, could be explained by
projection effects. Two branches are actually visible just
West of NGC 4694. Unfortunately, the very regular ve-
locity field there – the two features have similar velocities
(van Gorkom et al., in prep.) – is not really consistent
with that predicted by projection effects (Bournaud et al.
2004). Clearly additional processes may have occurred to
create the puzzling morphology of the tail. While ram-
pressure is unlikely to be at the origin of the tail, as ar-
gued previously, it may still have played a role in shaping
it.
5. Conclusions
We have presented a multi-wavelength analysis of the pe-
culiar elongated HI structure located in the ICM close to
NGC 4694, a disturbed early type galaxy located in the
outskirts of the Virgo Cluster. The gaseous tail exhibits
two main condensations. One of them, with an HI mass
of 7.0×107 M, appears kinematically detached from the
rest of the stream. A well-defined velocity gradient sug-
gests that the object is gravitationally bound and rotat-
ing. A strong CO signal was detected with the IRAM 30m
antenna towards the HI peak. We mapped this molecular
component which, using a standard galactic conversion
factor of NH2/ICO = 2×1020 cm−2, amounts to about 30%
of the mass of atomic hydrogen. The optical counterpart –
a low surface brightness blue object – corresponds to the
previously identified and catalogued faint dwarf galaxy
VCC 2062. An Hα map exhibits three compact star for-
mation knots. We measured the optical spectra of their
HII regions and determined from the emission lines an
oxygen abundance close to solar.
The properties of VCC 2062 significantly differ from
those of other dwarf irregulars studied in the Virgo
Cluster. Its high metallicity and the strong CO signal indi-
cate that it is made of material that has been pre-enriched
in a larger galaxy. Its dynamical and structural proper-
ties exclude that it is simply the remnant of a tidally de-
stroyed spiral. A much more likely hypothesis is that it is
a recycled object made after the gravitational collapse of
gas clouds expelled in the intra-cluster medium by a tidal
process. The gas provider was most probably the nearby
galaxy NGC 4694 or rather a companion which has now
merged with NGC 4694. Indeed several hints exist that
NGC 4694 is an old merger which accreted several hun-
dred Myr ago a gas-rich companion. According to this
hypothesis, VCC 2062 would have been formed out of the
clouds lost by the latter galaxy during the tidal interac-
tion. Numerical simulations indicate that such a scenario
is plausible and would account for many of the observed
properties of the dwarf. An ad hoc model of this old col-
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lision will be difficult to carry out since several other pro-
cesses such as ram pressure might have also played a role.
The discovery of a Tidal Dwarf Galaxy in the Virgo
Cluster is interesting on several accounts. First of all, it
would prove that such objects may be formed in the clus-
ter environment which is a priori not very favourable for
the formation of massive and structured tidal tails (Mihos
2004) and therefore of Tidal Dwarf Galaxies. Indeed the
cluster potential well contributes to disperse the tidal de-
bris which becomes too loose to form a bound object.
Besides, if VCC 2062 is indeed a TDG, it should be a
rather “old” one since its parent galaxies have already
merged. Numerical simulations predict that a fraction of
tidal objects can survive a high infant mortality and those
that are not destroyed during the few first hundred Myr
after the collision may orbit around their parents for sev-
eral Gyr, like classical satellites. However, such survivors
are difficult to identify; most of the TDG candidates so far
observed are still in their infancy. VCC 2062, which was
probably formed more than several hundreds of Myr ago,
qualifies for being such an old TDG, proving that these
objects do exist. Finally, VCC 2062 would also be one of
the nearest TDG so far identified. Its proximity makes it
an ideal laboratory to carry out studies requiring a high
spatial resolution: among them the search for dark matter
in tidal debris which tells about the DM content of spiral
disks.
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